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Abstract: 

In this empirical paper, we examine the learners’ perspectives on a new development program in 
creative leadership. The paper reports on how the creative leader candidates assess ex post both the 
methodology and pedagogy employed by the “Genius Journey” program with regards to  its  efficacy and 
creativity. 

Part 1 sets out the wider need to develop a large number of creative leaders for the innovation economy, 
and the necessity to  do this both effectively and creatively. The second part briefly discusses suitable 
learning approaches and theories as they relate to the current context of developing  creative leaders. Part 
3 outlines our chosen research design and methodology. In part  3, we detail out the empirical findings on 
the learners’  perceptions related to the efficacy of the Genius Journey method and its pedagogical 
delivery. The final part discusses how our findings may further enhance creative leadership development 
programs and inspire future research.
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1 Introduction: The need for effectively and creatively developing creative leaders

1.1 Research background and relevance

Recent studies highlight the vital importance for organisations to train their employees, managers and —in 
particular— leaders in creativity and innovation (e.g., IBM, 2010; World Economic Forum, 2015). Interestingly, 
however, organisations indicate that they don’t know how to respond to the need to effectively develop creative 
leaders, as creative leadership requires not only an effective but also truly creative methodology and pedagogy 
formats that go beyond traditional leadership development approaches (IBM, 2011).

We designed this research to seek learners’  feedback on both methodology and pedagogy of a new creative 
leadership development method.  The first author of this paper created this program with the intent to develop 
creative leaders both effectively and creatively. 

1.2 Research problem and objectives

This empirical paper investigates how learners evaluate the methodology and pedagogy of a new creative 
leadership development program named Genius Journey. The said program has been purpose-designed to allow 
creative leader candidates to acquire the creative success mindsets (attitudes and action routines) of creative 
leaders, and to gradually expand their creative confidence, competence and consciousness levels (Reis, 2015, 
2019). The program employs a journey metaphor as an experiential pedagogical format to teach candidates the 
said mindsets both effectively and creatively. 

Reis (2017) provides a detailed description of the structure, contents and activities of this new creative 
leadership development program. The creative leader candidates in this study were business professionals and 
managers who undertook a twelve-week creative leadership course (36 contact hours) as part of a master in 
management program. 

1.3 Research-guiding questions

This study aims to develop the overriding research question: To what extent can businesspeople be developed 
into creative leaders through a structured creative leadership development method and a related experiential 
course pedagogy?

We investigated this research-guiding question with a subset of questions: How do creative leader candidates 
assess ex post the following attributes of the Genius Journey methodology and pedagogy:
1. effectiveness of this methodology to develop them into creative leaders?
2. creativity of both methodology and pedagogy to develop them into creative leaders?
3. importance of each creative leader mindset taught in the methodology?
4. difficulty to acquire each creative leader mindset taught in the methodology?
5. value provided by the different pedagogical tools and delivery styles?
6. enjoyment from the different pedagogical tools and delivery styles?
7. overall satisfaction with the creative leadership course program, as delivered?

As far as we know, our research is the first to study the effectiveness of both methodology and pedagogy of a  
study program in the field of creative leadership development. In designing our study with a 
heuristic-exploratory approach, we intend to inform future research projects and other programs on creatively 
and effectively developing creative leaders. 

2 Developing creative leaders: A literature review on methodologies and pedagogy

Programs to develop creative leaders in a business context

Creative leadership is an emerging new domain at the nexus of individual creativity, innovation, and leadership. 
However, many contributions either still report on traditional leadership styles (e.g., van Velsor et. al,  2010) or 
suggest using traditional innovation process methods and creative thinking strategies as a way of developing 
creative leaders (e.g., Basadur, 2004; Pucco et al., 2011). 
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In a subsequent study, IBM (2011) found that two out of three Chief Human Resources Officers of the world’s 
leading organisations were at a loss where to begin their CEO-directed initiatives to develop creative leaders. 
Why? IBM emphasises that effective creative leadership development programs should be delivered in a manner 
that is truly creative. Moreover, most academic papers tend to approach creative leadership from a perspective 
of training learners in creativity (Tsai, 2013), and not of developing advanced mindsets of creative leaders.

Genius Journey — a mindset-cantered method of developing creative leaders

In response to the apparent delivery gap in the market for creative leadership education, the first author of this 
paper developed an own creative leadership development method (Genius Journey).  The method is theoretically 
grounded in psychological studies on traits of genius (e.g., Feist, 1999; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996), (auto-) 
biographies of creative leaders (e.g., Branson,  1998; Isaacson, 2007,  2011),  semi-biographical training programs 
on creative leaders (e.g., Gelb, 1998; Dilts, 1994), and earlier programs attempting to teach creativity to 
business leaders (e.g., Ray & Myers, 1986), among others. 

The Genius Journey method identifies ten mindsets and action routines of creative leaders (Reis,  2018). 
Unlike earlier contributions, however, the method introduces a dichotomy of both positive, empowering and 
negative, limiting mindset factors that it suggests to be acquired in sequential order based on a hierarchy of 
expanding consciousness levels (Reis, 2015). 

3 Research design and methodology

Research design

In essence, we subscribe to an educational approach of constructivist learning, which posits that a learner “has 
to actively construct a meaningful interpretation of what is being said and heard” (Taber, 2011: 44). We agree 
that learners play a major role in constructing their acquired knowledge, and that in delivering knowledge, an 
educator is less a conveyor of knowledge than a facilitator enabling learners’ understanding of knowledge. 
Embedding these tasks in real-world applications for business and life stimulates the learners to ‘construct 
interpretations’ of what has been presented.

As the main goal of the Development-Centred Paradigm (DCP) is to foster the development of functionally 
mature individuals (FMI), we apply this recent theoretical framework in educational sciences (McCuddy & 
Reeb-Gruber, 2008) that moves beyond teaching and learning.

The steps of Kolb’s (1984, 2015) experiential learning cycle have been respected in each of the various tools 
applied in the Genius Journey. Moreover, all the applied tools aim at favouring self-reflective observation and 
active experimentation in order to enhance personal development of each participant.

Methodology

This empirical study follows a mixed quantitative and qualitative research design. In 2014-2015, we surveyed 
two cohorts of learners at the end of a 12-week long training program in creative leadership.  The program was 
offered as an elective course as part of a master in management program at a university in Bangkok,  Thailand. 
The learners were largely business professionals in the age range 25-35 from Thailand (54%) and a mix of eight 
European countries (46%). We collected opinions on the course methodology and pedagogy from 41 candidates.

The survey gathered data following a combined quantitative and qualitative approach: We captured the 
creative leader candidates’ agreement to specific statements using 7-point Likert-scales, and also asked 
open-ended questions concerning the learner’s perception on the applied methodology and pedagogy. Apart 
from analysing the quantitative data using descriptive statistics, we also extracted key themes from the 
qualitative answers.  
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4  Findings: Learners feedback on methodology and pedagogy of a creative leadership program 

4.1.  Learners feedback on the Genius Journey methodology
Genius Journey is a relatively new creative leadership development method developed by the first author of this 
paper for the innovation company Thinkergy. It is based on the Reis (2015) model that introduces ten factor 
pairs of creativity-empowering and -limiting mindsets (i.e., mental attitudes and action routines) distinguishing 
creative leaders from non-creative followers (in line with Steve Jobs’ insight that “innovation distinguishes 
between leader and follower”). These mindset factor pairs locate on eight levels of expanding consciousness and 
are acquired in a given sequential order, thus allowing candidates to first master foundational mindsets before 
progressing to mindsets located at higher levels of creative consciousness.

Figure 1 shows how the surveyed creative leader candidates assessed the value provided by the Genius 
Journey method, as well as their level of enjoyment of experiencing this journey: 82.9% of learners (very) 
strongly agreed that the Genius Journey methodology provides value (mean: 6.26 of 7),  and three in four 
candidates (very) strongly enjoyed it (mean: 5.98]). Learners comments were: “It’s a great course. It trains 
people step-by-step to discover their potential and be creative”,  noted one, and another added: “I do enjoy the 
way we learn and focusing on how to be a great thinker and doer!  I enjoy the knowledge, methods and tools that 
are surrounded in daily life, but we never realize its potential before until I have learned this class.” 

As the name indicates, the Genius Journey method employs a journey metaphor to develop creative leaders 
in a manner that is both creative and effective, thus relating to the mono-myth model of the hero’s journey that 
Campbell (1949) discovered in many transformational mythological and religious stories of humanity. By 
“traveling to different destinations”, the candidates get a chance to familiarise themselves at each journey stop 
with one negative mindset that stops them from reaching their full creative potential, and to learn about the 
corresponding creativity-empowering mindset. In an upcoming Genius Journey book trilogy, Reis (2019) breaks 
this journey into three legs that build upon each other: the journey to your Self; the journey to your creativity; 
and the journey to your genius.

 But while the journey metaphor is clearly creative, is it also effective in developing creative leaders? Here 
is what one learner commented in this context: “It’s a great course. It trains people step-by-step to discover 
potential and be creative”; another echoes this sentiment: “I felt great. I am glad I enrolled in the course, I 
personally interested in self-development and biography of successful people. This course has been designed in 
such a way to respond to my self-development step by step”; and a third noted: “I am very happy and enjoy with 
this course. I can know myself more after I walk along with the Genius Journey Method”.

  
Figure 1  Learners’ feedback on the efficacy of the Genius Journey methodology of creative mindset 
development
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Figure 2  Learners’ feedback on the a) importance of genius mindset factors for creative leaders and 
b) ease of acquisition of each factor
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In our end-of-course survey, we also examined to what extent the learners deem each genius mindset 
relevant to evolve into a creative leader. Interestingly, as figure 2 illustrates, candidates almost unanimously 
acknowledged all creativity-inducing mindsets as being important to develop the mind of a creative leader (all 
mean scores were above a value of 6); this finding supports the theoretical viability of all factors comprising the 
Genius Journey model. 

Somewhat predictably, when we inquired about the relative ease to acquire each of these mindsets, the 
picture changes. Here, all mean scores revolve around the neutral score 4, with values ranging from 3.22 to 4.49. 
These results indicate that although certain mindsets are more challenging to acquire for a sizeable number of 
learners (such as whole-mind thinking,  openness to change, courage and persistence), each candidate ultimately 
must strive to overcome their individual mix of limiting mindsets.  Some candidates have difficulties with 
adopting a particular creativity-empowering mindset, while others have already developed this mindset, or find 
it easy to acquire. Or, in other words: What one person sees as a massive struggle, another sees as a ‘no brainer’. 
One perceptive comment encapsulates this notion:“My insights are different from them as we are coming from 
different backgrounds. However, the mindsets and skills taught in the course will bring us to the same 
destination, which is to realize our potential.”

4.2.  Learners feedback on the Genius Journey pedagogy
One key aim of this exploratory study was to better understand from a pedagogical point of view how to 
develop creative leaders both effectively and creatively. For this reason, we asked learners for detailed feedback 
on various pedagogical tools used in the Genius Journey program. Figure 4 summarises how the learners 
assessed the value provided by each pedagogical tool, and to what extent they enjoyed it:
• In each course session, the learning contents are presented on artistically designed presentation slides that 

carry only minimal text content. This is possible as the contents are contained in a separate Genius Journey 
course handout booklet (largely comparable to Reis’ (2019) upcoming Genius Journey book trilogy). 
Feedback given both in the ratings and the comment section indicate that learners valued and liked this 
approach: “I enjoyed the visually stimulating and inspiring slides”; “All tools and media are so useful to 
help in better understanding”;“The handout / exercise / presentation was attractive and very useful. Most 
of them are very nice, I really want it.”

• In sessions 2-9, the candidates “travelled the Genius Journey” to learn more about the different 
creativity-suppressing or -supporting mindsets of creative leaders. Thereby, most sessions saw a mix of 
in-class lectures and related activities, and out-of-class excursions to visit special places that related to the 
theoretical lectures or allowed for doing special exercises (such as cultivating courage or engaging in play). 
Nine out of ten learners (very) strongly enjoyed the out-of-class excursions, but at the same time, most 
learners considered the in-class sessions to be slightly more valuable overall. How to explain this intriguing 
finding? Field trips require time and effort and are physically and mentally tiring for both learners and 
instructor, while in-class activities allow for a more condensed, focused content delivery amplified by the 
comfort of a chair and a well-acclimatised room. Taken together, these findings suggest the viability of 
mixing in-class sessions with out-of-class excursions, thus allowing for full content delivery while at the 
same time keeping the intrigue of going to content-animating places. Based on the experiences of the first 
author, a good measure is to reserve between one third to one half of the study time for outings.

• Each of the ten destination stops of the Genius Journey method is linked to eight Genius Exercises. By 
mixing experiential activities and excursions with introspection and reflection, the exercises help candidates 
to gradually transform their minds by replacing limiting mindsets with empowering ones. When asked what 
they enjoyed most about the course, many learners responded: “the activities”,  thereby referring to the 
in-class Genius Exercises. For example, candidates commented: “I enjoy to do the activity both in class and 
outside”; “I love so many activities from this course. I do love out-of-class activities”; “It has a real 
activity or action not only lecture”; “The outside class, it is not boring and make this class so different. 
Each special place put an anchor to my memory.”

• At the same time, 22% of learners reported they disliked the Genius Exercises (mean: 4.15, the lowest mean 
score for enjoyment of pedagogical tools). Kolb’s (2008) experiential learning model may help explain this 
apparent contradiction: While most learners enjoyed the experiential action of an activity, some didn’t like 
having to reflect individually on each activity later on as an element of their weekly “homework”. However, 
as nearly three out of four learners (very) strongly agreed that doing these exercises is important to achieve 
a mindset transformation, these results indicate a need to improve the exercise regimen.   
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Figure 3  Learners’ feedback on a) value provided by and b) perceived enjoyment of different pedagogical tools 
employed in program
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• An assessment rubric given out each week allowed the learners to appraise the outputs of their Genius 
Exercises, which nearly half of the candidates (very) strongly acknowledged to be helpful. Learners used 
these rubrics to evaluate their outputs together with a “buddy” (i.e., a fellow candidate). At the end of the 
course, each buddy pair submitted all their outputs and scored rubrics to the course instructor for review. 
Feedback on the buddy coaching and assessment system was mixed, depending on how delegates perceived 
the quality and the personality fit of the buddy that they were paired with: while seven in twenty learners 
got value and enjoyment from working with their buddy, three in twenty obviously ended up with a 
“lemon”. No wonder one learner suggested “improve the buddy system”.  

• During the course, all learners had to self-study one creative leader of their own choice using biographical 
sources, and then to portray their “genius mentor” in a presentation and report to all others. Thereby, they 
were also asked to look for evidence that (dis-) confirms the creative mindsets of the Genius Journey 
methodology. Over 80% of learners (very) strongly valued these creative leader studies (mean: 6.27) and 
pitch presentation (highest value mean score: 6.37), as these portraits animate and authenticate the Genius 
Journey method. Moreover, notwithstanding the significant work related to the self-study and portrait 
composition —and for some also the need to get out of their comfort zone in the presentations— almost 
70% of candidates (very) strongly enjoyed these pedagogical features. One learner commented: “I enjoy the 
creative leaders portrait. I think it’s the best way to see and realize that the tools and methods used in the 
class is practical learning through lives is important.”

• The creative leader development program ended with a review session, where 2-3 learners jointly prepared 
a summary of key concepts and exercises of one destination stop of the Genius Journey. Then, each group 
presented their summary of the key take-aways to the whole cohort. Most learners found this final review to 
be both valuable (mean: 6.34) and enjoyable (mean: 6.02). For example, one learner explicitly mentioned 
enjoying most the “last class exercise when we went again through all Genius Journey stops” to remind 
everyone on key learnings in the joint review activity. 

Apart from quantitatively assessing the efficacy and level of enjoyment of various pedagogical elements, many 
learners praised the pedagogical approach taken by the course, and in particular its creative design and delivery: 
“The originality of teaching: that was just great!”; “The unique non-formal class experience with surprises and 
activities”; “It’s a very creative class and unique that hardly to find in other courses”; or “This course is a 
‘don’t miss’.” One learner elaborated in greater detail on the impact of this creative format:  

“It is a completely different course in terms of the teaching method. It is a class to make you aware of 
things  you have inside but you don’t realize you have them yet. And it  is a class where, even if there is a 
therapy, you are not passive but you are an actor, which is highly enjoyable.”

4.3.  Learners feedback on their satisfaction and impact of the creative leader development program overall

How satisfied were the candidates with the creative leadership program overall? As figure 4 illustrates, 78% of 
learners were (very) strongly satisfied with having taken this course (mean: 5.98), and more than two out of 
three said they would even take another course like this. When asked how they felt at the end of the creative 
leadership program, one learner stated: “Dr. Detlef’s Genius Journey has modelled me into becoming a much 
better and productive all-round person.” Another one noted: 

“I feel like I was about  to start  a new chapter of my life. I learned important things and lessons. I have 
more faith in me and my skills. And like we make wishes at New Year’s Eve, I am very excited  to apply 
the lessons I have learned and pursue the journey to discover where it could lead.”

Interestingly, nearly seven out of ten learners (very) strongly expressed that they wished to have more time to 
cover the course contents in greater depth, thereby possibly referring both to personal time limitations and more 
time per session / the program overall. One candidate noted: “I enjoy every stop of the journey and want to do 
more of it.” When asked what they’d do differently if they could do the course again, another learner noted that: 
“I would join every class because all lessons are so superb. I feel regret that I couldn’t join all.”
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Figure 4  Learners’ feedback on the Genius Journey program overall

We also investigated how undergoing a course in creative leadership had impacted the candidates’ belief 
systems and career outlooks (see figure 5):
• Interestingly, at the end of the Genius Journey program, almost all learners (very) strongly agreed with 

Einstein’s comment of a “genius in all of us” (mean: 6.68) and acknowledged their own genius potential 
(mean: 6.44).  For example, when asked for their greatest insight gained from the program, one candidate 
responded: “I am a genius! I can do everything just only I believe in myself.” Another one described the 
course as follows: “It helps you know how to think ‘out of the box’ systematically. It helps you explore your 
inner potential, and you will find yourself to be more powerful than you ever think of. And you will find that 
you can be a genius.”

• At the same time, agreement to the statements “I am highly creative” and “I consider myself to be a leader” 
are noticeably lower (mean scores: 5.38 and 5.27), indicating that the learners have also gained greater 
self-awareness of where they are now when compared to outstanding creative leaders and top achievers.

• Looking ahead, once again more than 70% of candidates (very) strongly express their intent to evolve into 
an authentic creative leader (mean: 6.02) and to spearhead a creative venture in future (mean: 6.07). In this 
connection, one learner expressed his feelings thus:

[I feel] “(1) Motivated to start  a great business in future. (2) Confident: I have now a lot of concrete 
methods to  find  innovation and to  develop them. (3) Inspired: because aware I have opportunities to 
make this work better through responsible business.”

When asked about their greatest learnings from the creative leadership program, one comment was:  

“You have the control of your life, what you want it to be. It  is hard to identify only one thing because I 
have learned to  look at  my career and personal life from a different point of  view. Everything is linked, 
and working on your personality and personal life can actually change your “business life”.” 

Figure 5  Learners’ feedback on the Genius Journey program’s impact on their beliefs and careers 
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5 Discussion, conclusion and future research perspectives

Discussion
This study offers insights for HR Development Officers and educators in the domains of innovation, creativity 
and leadership development by describing the usefulness of a new creative leadership method in toto. Moreover, 
our study also describes the perceived efficacy of the various pedagogical tools and delivery formats that the 
method employs to develop creative leader in a manner that is both effective and creative. 
The insights described here are from learners’ feedback, who share their experiences and views on both the 
methodological and pedagogical features of the delivered creative leadership development method (Genius 
Journey). 
In particular, our study results: 

1. confirm that creative leaders can be developed in a program employing a structured, effective 
methodology animated through a mix of truly creative pedagogical formats;

2. reveal that candidates consider all mindsets to be important for creative leaders, while acknowledging 
the challenge to replace individually limiting mindsets with empowering ones;

3. suggest that creative leadership isn’t a quick-fix training program, rather it requires time for action and 
reflection that encourages mindset transformation and consciousness expansion to become a creative 
leader;

4. uncovers learners’ views on what pedagogical tools for creative leadership development are deemed 
either valuable or enjoyable, or both.

The results of our study also revealed three key pedagogical areas to improve on in Genius Journey (or a 
comparable creative leader development program) — the timing, exercise regimen and buddy system:
• Timing: Learners’ feedback suggests a lack of time to do all exercises in-class and later as homework. 

Timing can be improved in three ways:
o By ideally doubling the time for each individual session.
o By shifting from a weekly rhythm to a biweekly or —especially for busy executives— 

monthly schedule.
o Alternatively, by offering an intensive 5-6 day creative leader development “escape” to cover 

the methodology and key exercises, then following-up with a yearly individual coaching 
program where an executive coach works with a candidate through all stops and exercises to 
anchor the new creative mindsets and action routines.

• Buddy Coaching: Candidates appreciated this approach provided they had a responsible, diligent buddy. 
Here, two ideas come to mind to ensure a high quality of “buddy-ness”:

o Continue using one delegate as buddy for each candidate, bur have the program facilitator (or 
one or more coaches) review the results of each buddy pair on a weekly basis to give 
immediate feedback to those individuals who slack.

o Have a certified professional coach act as buddy for each creative leader candidate.
• Exercise regimen: Doing as many Genius Exercises as possible is what’s really important to allow for a 

lasting mindset transformation. To support candidates in this important point, the first author adapted Kolb’s 
experiential learning cycle as follows (see figure 6):

o Do all Genius Exercises for a journey stop as in-session activity (either in the classroom or 
outdoors).

o Directly follow with an in-class reflection on the experiences.
o Deepen the application of the exercises as homework exercises.
o Review all exercises for learnings.
o Create an action plan on how to apply new techniques and insights.
o Test all planned actions on the job.
o “Dare to Share” the results in the next session (first with buddy, then to the whole cohort).
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Figure 6  Improved use of Genius Journey exercises (in line with Kolb’s experiential learning cycle) 

Conclusion
Creative leaders can be developed with a method and pedagogy that is both effective and creative. We concur 
with Kolb (2015) that key components of successful learning are active experimentation and self-reflective 
observation; these feature heavily in the program in creative leadership described here. The findings from our 
research inquiry suggest that in-class experimentation (guided by the facilitator) and periods of reflection (both 
in- and out-of-class) have played key roles in embedding the learning experiences in the learners’ minds and 
their subsequent choices and actions.

Perspectives: Recommendations for future research
The findings of this paper open doors for a number of related future research investigations to shed further light 
into a candidate’s journey in acquiring the mindsets of a creative leader. Here, we identify four research 
directions that we deem interesting. Future research studies may:
• systematically measure and track candidates’ feelings and satisfaction levels at different points in the 

program using a longitudinal approach. 
• investigate to what extent and in what ways candidates can practice the learned creative mindsets in their 

real-world work environments.
• analyse the impact of a creative leadership development program on successful graduates over the longer 

term (How sticky are the taught creativity-empowering mindsets? How has the creative leadership 
development program impacted someone’s professional career?).

• explore transformational journeys of businesspersons turned into creative leaders after having undergone a 
creative leadership development program in the form of exemplary interview-based case studies.
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